INTRODUCTION

Germany unconditionally surrendered to the allies at midnight on May 8th/9th 1945. With this unconditional surrender the German state ceased to exist, and responsibility for government was assumed by the four occupying powers, The United States, Great Britain, the Soviet Union and France. Each power occupied a specific zone of Germany; Berlin, although situated in the Soviet Zone was to be governed by an inter-allied authority.

At first the Allies attempted to forge a common policy for the government of Germany through the Allied Control Council. However, this proved abortive due to the divergent interests of the powers, and meetings of the Control Council were characterized by deadlock. Increasingly the British and US authorities acted on their own initiative to resolve problems in their own zones of occupation. In 1946 the British accepted an American proposal that their two zones should be merged for economic purposes, and the bizone came into existence on 1st January 1947. By that date much administrative responsibility had already been handed over to the Germans, and state governments had been set up. State Parliaments (Landtage) were elected in the US zone (June 1946), the British Zone (April 1947) and the French Zone (May 1947).

In January 1948 the powers and composition of the German Economic Council for the Anglo-American bizone were changed to create the nucleus of a future German Government. The Council itself was expanded to 104 members and a second chamber, the Länderrat, consisting of two representatives of each state, was set up. In June, a plan of development that would include the French Zone was agreed upon. It provided for a federal German government of all three zones and the summoning of a Constituent Assembly.

The Soviet Government took exception to these developments and took retaliatory action in the shape of a blockade of West Berlin, intending to drive out the Western powers. These powers counter-blockaded the Soviet zone and organised an airlift to keep West Berlin supplied. The Soviet Union finally lifted the blockade in May 1949. Finally a tacit working agreement was reached which left Berlin divided into Western and Eastern sectors under separate administrations.

Meanwhile, plans went ahead to set up a German government in the Western zones. A Parliamentary Council of 65 members elected by the Landtage met at Bonn on September 1st 1948 to draft a constitution. In April 1949 the United States, British and French foreign ministers published a new occupation statute governing their respective zones. This guaranteed full powers of self-government to the new West German State, except for certain reserved subjects such as the question of Berlin. The Basic Law of the new state was passed by the Parliamentary Council on May 8th 1949, and four days later was approved by the Western Allied military governors. When the Occupation
Statute came into force in September, the Allied military government was replaced by an Allied High Commission. The first federal election was held on August 14th 1949.

The University of Wisconsin Digital Library includes a collection of full text documents entitled Germany under Reconstruction [http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/History/subcollections/GerReconAbout.shtml] dating from the period immediately following World War II. Many are publications of the U.S. occupying forces, including reports and descriptions of efforts to introduce U.S.-style democracy to Germany. Some of the other books and documents describe conditions in a country devastated by years of war, efforts at political, economic and cultural development, and the differing perspectives coming from the U.S. and British zones and the Russian zone of occupation.
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1. SUPREME HEADQUARTERS AND CONTROL COUNCIL

Military government gazette, Germany. Sixth Army Group Area of Control = Amtsblatt der Militärregierung Deutschland. Kontroll-Gebiet der sechsten Armeegruppe
BL holdings: No.2, 1945.
BL shelfmark: OGG.40/12
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Military government gazette, Germany, 21 Army Group Area of Control = Amtsblatt der Militärregierung Deutschland. Kontroll-Gebiet der 21 Armeegruppe
BL holdings: No.1-3, 1944-45
BL shelfmark: OGG.40/3(1)
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library holdings: 1945 (nos.2-3)
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD Per. 2404 d. 280

Military Government, Germany. Technical manual for legal and prison officers. 2nd ed. 1945
BL shelfmark: UNP.137/2
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Military government, Germany. Technical manual, public welfare. 1945
BL shelfmark: UNP.137
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

1.1 Control Council

Laws and orders of military government. Complete collections up to June 30th 1945 = Gesetze und Verordnungen der Militärregierung. Vollständige Sammlung bis zum Juni 1945. 1945
BL shelfmark: SF.700
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Journal Officiel du Conseil de Contrôle en Allemagne = Official gazette of the Control Council
BL holdings: 1945-48
BL shelfmark: OGG.40/2
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-48
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R498)
Bodleian Library: not held

Supplement no.1. Documents relating to the establishment of the Allied Control Authority
BL holdings: 1946
BL shelfmark: OGG.40/2(2)
The Library, LSE holdings: 1946
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R498)
Bodleian Library: not held

1.2 Control Council. Allied Secretariat. Allied Liaison and Protocol Section

The allied military missions in Berlin = Les missions militaires alliées à Berlin. [1950]
BL shelfmark: SF.701
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held
1.3 Control Council. Fuel Committee. Technical Staff

Monthly report = Rapport mensuel
BL holdings: No.7-10, July-Oct 1947. Deficient: no.9
BL shelfmark: SF.705
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

2. FRENCH ZONE

2.1 Commandement en Chef Français en Allemagne

Journal officiel du Commandement en Chef Français en Allemagne, Gouvernement Militaire de la Zone Française d’Occupation = Amtsblatt des Französischen Oberkommandos in Deutschland
BL holdings: No.1-305, 3 Sept 1945-20 Sept. 1949
BL shelfmark: OGG.40/5
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-49
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R472)
Bodleian Library: not held

Amtliche Bekanntmachungen
BL holdings: No.201-300, 17. Sept 1948-30 Août 1949
BL shelfmark: OGG.40/5(2)
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library holdings: 1949-50
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD N 24041 c. 19

2.2 Commandement en Chef Français en Allemagne. Division de l’Économie Générale et des Finances

Bulletin économique mensuel
BL holdings: Sept.1948-Mars 1949, Juillet 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.930/2
The Library, LSE holdings: Juillet, 1946- Juillet, 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R485)
Bodleian Library: not held

Bulletin statistique
BL holdings: No.3-11 Fev.1947-Sept.1949
BL shelfmark: SF.930
The Library, LSE: No.3-11 Fev.1947-Sept.1949
The Library, LSE classmark: HISTORICAL STATISTICS 43 (HA155)
Bodleian Library: not held
Principaux résultats du recensement démographique du 29 octobre 1946. Zone Française d'Occupation et Secteur Français de Berlin
BL shelfmark: SF.930/3
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1516)
Bodleian Library: not held

Rapport sur l'évolution économique de la Zone Française
BL holdings: 1er trimestre 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.930/3
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Évolutions économiques et financières de l'Allemagne occidentale de Juillet 1948 à Décembre 1949
BL holdings: not held
The Library, LSE classmark: SPECIAL Y (987a)
Bodleian Library: not held

Statistique industrielle mensuelle. Résultats sommaires
BL holdings: Avril-Juillet 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.930/4
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

2.3 Commandement en Chef Français en Allemagne. Division de la Justice

Recueil judiciaire du G.M.Z.F.O.
BL holdings: 1.10.48-1.7.49
BL shelfmark: SF.910
The Library, LSE holdings: No.1 (July-Sept.)1946 - Feb.1952
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R501)
Bodleian Library: not held


Liste des 5000 machines spoliées en France pendant la guerre et reclaimées en priorité par le Gouvernement Français = List of 5000 machines looted in France during the War and claimed in priority by the French Government. [1949?]
BL shelfmark: SF.925/5
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Répertoire des biens spoliés en France durant la guerre 1939-1945. T.1-8 and supplements
BL shelfmark: SF.925
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held
Répertoire des chevaux de pur sang spoliés en France durant la guerre 1939-1945. [1950?]
BL shelfmark: SF.925/3
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

2.5 Haut Commissariat de la République Française en Allemagne. Direction Générale des Affaires Économiques et Financières. Division de l'Économie Générale et des Finances

L'Actualité économique dans la presse Allemande
BL holdings: No.27-28, 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.930/65
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Report on the economic and financial evolution of the French Zone
BL holdings: 3rd Quarter 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.930/3(2)
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

3. BRITISH ZONE

3.1 Control Commission (British Element)

German penal code of 1871, with introductory Act of 1870, amended to May 1950, as effective in the British Occupied Zone of Western Germany and the British Sector of Berlin, with a list of supplementary penal enactments appended. 1950
BL shelfmark: SF.366
The Library, LSE: not held
Bodleian Library shelfmark: Law German 055 039

Military government gazette, Germany, British Zone of Control = Amtsblatt der Militärregierung, Deutschland, Britisches Kontrollgebiet
BL holdings: No.4-35, 1945-49
BL shelfmark: OGG.40/3 (2)
The Library, LSE holdings: No.1, 1944 to no.35, 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R513)
Bodleian Library holdings: nos. 2-35, 1944-49
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD Per. 24041 d. 280

Continued by:
Amtsblatt der Kontrollkommission, Deutschland, Britische Zone = Control Commission gazette, Germany, British Zone
BL holdings: No.36-41, 1949
Military government gazette, Germany, British Zone of Control … Economic Council Legislation for the Combined Economic Area of Germany - British and US Zones of Occupation = Gesetzgebung des Wirtschaftsrats für das Vereinte Wirtschaftsgebiet, Deutschlands, Britische und Amerikanische Besatzungszone
BL holdings: Pt.1-4, 1948-49
BL shelfmark: OGG.40/3(3)
The Library, LSE holdings: Vol.1, 1947 - vol.4, 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R588)
Bodleian Library: not held

Continued by:
Control Commission gazette, Germany, British Zone. Economic Council legislation for the Combined Economic Area of Germany, British and US Zones of Occupation = Amtsblatt der Kontrollkommission Deutschland, Britische Zone. Gesetzgebung des Wirtschaftsrats für das Vereinte Wirtschaftsgebiet, Deutschlands, Britische und Amerikanische Besatzungszone
BL holdings: Pt.5-7, 1949-1950
BL shelfmark: OGG.40/3(3)
The Library, LSE holdings: Vol.5, 1949 - vol.7, 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R588)
Bodleian Library: not held

Monthly statistical bulletin of the Control Commission for Germany, British Element. (Later Statistical bulletin)
BL holdings: Vol.2, no.1/2-vol.4, no.7, Jan/Feb 1947-July 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.506/4
The Library, LSE holdings: Vol.2, no.1/2-vol.4, no.7, Jan/Feb 1947-July 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: HISTORICAL STATISTICS 43 (HA155)
Bodleian Library holdings: vol.2, no. 11-vol. 4, no.7
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD Per. 24714 d. 55 & RSL 96. B02301

Notes on the blockade of Berlin 1948. From a British viewpoint in Berlin. [1949]
BL shelfmark: SF.750/2
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (663)
Bodleian Library: not held

Report for the month...
BL holdings: June 1946-Sept.1950
BL shelfmark: SF.506
The Library, LSE holdings: June 1946-Sept.1950
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R474)
Bodleian Library: not held
[but 1946-50 held at Nuffield College Library: NUF Per G]

Report for the quarter...
BL holdings: Oct./Dec1950-Jan./Mar.1951
BL shelfmark: SF.506(2)
The Library, LSE holdings: Oct./Dec1950-Jan./Mar.1951
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R474)
Bodleian Library holdings: vol. 1, no. 6(1950: Oct./Dec.)- vol.5, no.9 (1951:Jan./Mar.)
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD Per. 24714 d. 52

Verordnungsblatt für die Britische Zone. Amtliches Organ zur Verkündung von Rechtsverordnungen der Zentralverwaltungen
BL holdings: 1948, no.1 - 1949, no.66. Deficient: 52, 64, 65 for 1949
BL shelfmark: OGG.40/14
The Library, LSE holdings: 1947 - 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R499)
Bodleian Library: not held

3.2 Control Commission (British Element). Control Commission Courts

Court of Appeal reports. Criminal cases = Entscheidungen des Berufungsgerichts. Strafsachen
BL holdings: 1947
BL shelfmark: SF.506/6(2)
The Library, LSE holdings: No.1, 1947 - no.1, 1948
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R476)
Bodleian Library holdings: 1947-48
Bodleian Library shelfmark: Law German 100 C794a1

3.3 Control Commission (British Element). Generalinspekteur für die Spruchgerichte in der Britischen Zone

Die Spruchgerichte. (Beilage zum Zentral-Justizblatt für die Britische Zone)
BL shelfmark: SF.703
The Library, LSE holdings: Jahrg.1, (July/Dez.) 1947 - Jahrg.3, 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R496)
Bodleian Library: not held

3.4 Control Commission (British Element). Leitstelle der Finanzverwaltung für die Britische Zone

Steuer- und Zollblatt
BL shelfmark: SF.706
The Library, LSE holdings: Vol.1, 1946 - vol.4, 1949
3.5 Control Commission (British Element). Public Relations and Information Services Control Group

Blick in die Welt
BL holdings: 1946-1950
BL shelfmark: PP.7240
The Library, LSE holdings: No.2, 1946 - no.12, 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R502) with a second copy at MAIN COLLECTION DD257.A1
Bodleian Library holdings: no. 5-1950, no. 17
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD Per. 22283 c. 16

British Zone review
BL shelfmark: SF.506/2
The Library, LSE holdings: Sept.29, 1945-Sept.20, 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R497)
Bodleian Library holdings: vol. 1, pt. 1 – vol. 3, pt. 4
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD N. 24041 c. 8

Neue Auslese
BL holdings: 1946-1950
BL shelfmark: PP.7240.a
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library holdings: 1946-50
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD Per. 3977 e. 406

3.6 Control Commission (British Element). Zentralamt für Arbeit

Arbeitsblatt für die Britische Zone
BL holdings: Jan./Feb.1947-Dez.1948
BL shelfmark: S.510. ed
The Library, LSE holdings: 1947-1948
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R504)
Bodleian Library: not held

Arbeitsrechtliche Entscheidungen
BL holdings: No.1-3, Juni-Dez.1947
BL shelfmark: S.510. ed(2)
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held
3.7 Control Commission (British Element). Zentral-Justizamt für die Britische Zone

Sammelblatt für Gesetze, Verordnungen und Bekanntmachungen des Bundes, der Länder und der Besatzungsmächte
BL holdings: 1950-51
BL shelfmark: SF.707/11
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Verordnungen der Oberlandesgerichtspräsidenten
BL holdings: 1945-46
BL shelfmark: OGG.40/14(2)
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Zentral-Justizblatt für die Britische Zone. Amtliches Blatt für Rechtspflege. Ausgabe B
BL holdings: Hft.1-12, Jan.-Dez. 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.702
The Library, LSE holdings: Hft.1-12, Jan.-Dez. 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R496)
Bodleian Library holdings: Hft. 5, 1948
Bodleian Library shelfmark: Law German 150 Z56

4. UNITED STATES ZONE

4.1 Länderrat des Amerikanischen Besatzungsgebietes

Der Länderrat des Amerikanischen Besatzungsgebietes. Herausgegeben vom ... Direktorium des Länderrats. Zusammengestellt von Lia Härtel. 1951
BL shelfmark: SF.804
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (638)
Bodleian Library: not held

Statistisches Handbuch von Deutschland, 1928-1944. 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.803
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (793)
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD 24714 d. 67

4.2 Office of Military Government for Germany (United States)

Annual industries report
BL holdings: 1952
BL shelfmark: SF.801/32
The Library, LSE holdings: 1952
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R174)
Bodleian Library: not held
European recovery programme: US/UK occupied areas of Germany: joint report of the United States and United Kingdom military governors
BL holdings: No.1-3, 1948-49
BL shelfmark: SF.801/30
The Library, LSE holdings: No.1, 1948 - no.6, 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R524)
Bodleian Library: not held

Information bulletin (United States Zone)
BL holdings: not held
The Library, LSE holdings: 10 Nov.,1945 - March 1953
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R471)
Bodleian Library holdings: no. 137- March 1953
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD Per. 24041 d. 265

Monthly report of the Military Governor, US Zone
BL holdings: No.19-50, Jan.1947-Sept.1949
BL shelfmark: SF.800
The Library, LSE holdings: No.4, 1945; No.9, 1946 - no.50, 1949 (with gaps: July, Aug., Nov. 1946)
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R512)
Bodleian Library: not held

Statistical Annexe
BL holdings: No.21-49, 1947-49
BL shelfmark: SF.800/2
The Library, LSE holdings: No.1, 1946 - no.39, 1948
The Library, LSE classmark: HISTORICAL STATISTICS 43 (HA155)
Bodleian Library: not held

Supplements:

Air force disarmament and demobilization.
BL holdings: 1945
BL shelfmark: SF.801
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1458/1)
Bodleian Library: not held

Cartels and external assets.
BL holdings: 1945
BL shelfmark: SF.801/2
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1458/2)
Bodleian Library: not held

Coal.
BL holdings: 1945-46
BL shelfmark: SF.801/3
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-46
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R506)
Bodleian Library: not held

Communication.
BL holdings: 1945-49
BL shelfmark: SF.801/4
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Demilitarization.
BL holdings: 1945-47
BL shelfmark: SF.801/5
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-47
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R516)
Bodleian Library: not held

Demobilization of German ground forces.
BL holdings: 1945
BL shelfmark: SF.801/6
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1458/3)
Bodleian Library: not held

Denazification.
BL holdings: 1945-48
BL shelfmark: SF.801/7
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-48
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R520)
Bodleian Library: not held

Displaced persons, stateless persons and refugees.
BL holdings: 1945-47
BL shelfmark: SF.801/8
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-47
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R483)
Bodleian Library: not held

Disposal of German ground forces equipment.
BL holdings: 1945
BL shelfmark: SF.801/9
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1458/4)
Bodleian Library: not held

Education and religion (Title varies: Education, religion and public welfare, Education and religious affairs, Education and cultural relations).
BL holdings: 1945-48
BL shelfmark: SF.801/10
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-48
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R521)
Bodleian Library: not held

**Finance.**
BL holdings: 1945-47
BL shelfmark: SF.801/11
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-47
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R481)
Bodleian Library: not held

**Food and agriculture.**
BL holdings: 1945-48
BL shelfmark: SF.801/12
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-48
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R482)
Bodleian Library: not held

**German governmental organization and civil administration.**
BL holdings: 1945-48
BL shelfmark: SF.801/13
The Library, LSE holdings: No.1, 1945 - no.30, 1947
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R522)
Bodleian Library: not held

**Industry (later, Industry - including coal).**
BL holdings: 1945-48
BL shelfmark: SF.801/15
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-48
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R495)
Bodleian Library: not held

**Information control (later, Information services).**
BL holdings: 1945-48
BL shelfmark: SF.801/16
The Library, LSE holdings: No.1, 1945 - no.48, 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R519)
Bodleian Library: not held

**Legal and judicial affairs.**
BL holdings: 1945-49
BL shelfmark: SF.801/17
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-49
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R478)
Bodleian Library: not held

**Manpower, trade unions and working conditions.**
BL holdings: 1945-48
Monuments, fine arts and archives.
BL holdings: 1945
BL shelfmark: SF.801/19
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1458/5)
Bodleian Library: not held

Naval disarmament and demobilization.
BL holdings: 1945
BL shelfmark: SF.801/20
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1458/6)
Bodleian Library: not held

Political activity.
BL holdings: 1945-46
BL shelfmark: SF.801/21
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-46
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R518)
Bodleian Library: not held

Property control.
BL holdings: 1945
BL shelfmark: SF.801/22
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1484)
Bodleian Library: not held

Public health and medical affairs.
BL holdings: 1945-47
BL shelfmark: SF.801/23
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-47
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R490)
Bodleian Library: not held

Public safety.
BL holdings: 1945
BL shelfmark: SF.801/24
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1458/8)
Bodleian Library: not held

Public welfare.
BL holdings: 1945-48
BL shelfmark: SF.801/25
Reparations and restitution.
BL holdings: 1945-49
BL shelfmark: SF.801/26
The Library, LSE holdings: No.3, Oct.1943 - no.48, 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R523)
Bodleian Library: not held

Special report on German Labor Front.
BL holdings: 1945
BL shelfmark: SF.801/14
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1468)
Bodleian Library: not held

Trade and commerce.
BL holdings: 1945-48
BL shelfmark: SF.801/27
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-48
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R488)
Bodleian Library: not held

Transportation (later Transport).
BL holdings: 1945-48
BL shelfmark: SF.801/28
The Library, LSE holdings: 1945-48
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R489)
Bodleian Library: not held

Special reports of the Military Governor on:

Central German agencies. 1946
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(5)
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1471)
Bodleian Library: not held

Control of IG Farben. 1945
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(1)
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1467)
Bodleian Library: not held

Documents on bizonal economic organisation. 1947
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(9)
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1473)
Bodleian Library: not held
Economic data on Potsdam, Germany. 1947  
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(11)  
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1493)  
Bodleian Library: not held

Economic developments since currency reform. 1948  
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(18)  
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1481)  
Bodleian Library: not held

Education and cultural relations. 1948  
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(16)  
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R521)  
Bodleian Library: not held

Explosives industry, US Zone. 1946  
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(2)  
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1469)  
Bodleian Library: not held

German and military government courts. 1947  
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(7)  
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1474)  
Bodleian Library: not held

German forest resources survey. 1948  
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(17)  
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1478)  
Bodleian Library: not held

German press in the US occupied area 1945-1948. 1948  
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(21)  
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1483)  
Bodleian Library: not held

KPD-SPD merger in Berlin and the Soviet Zone. 1946  
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(6)  
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1472)  
Bodleian Library: not held

Labor organization in the US zone of Germany. 1946  
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(3)  
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1470)  
Bodleian Library: not held

Ownership and control of the Ruhr industries. 1948  
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(19)
Population change 1947, US Zone Germany. 1948
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(14)
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1499)
Bodleian Library: not held

Population of Germany. 1947
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(12)
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1475)
Bodleian Library: not held

Property control: history, policies, practices and procedures of the United States Area of Control, Germany. 1948
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(22)
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1479)
Bodleian Library: not held

BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(23)
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (640)
Bodleian Library: not held

Status of the banks in the US Zone, quarter ending 31 December 1945. 1946
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(4)
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1496)
Bodleian Library: not held

Three years of reparations: progress of reparations from Germany in the form of capital industrial equipment. 1948
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(20)
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1482)
Bodleian Library: not held

Tuberculosis, US Zone, Germany. 1948
BL shelfmark: SF.801/29(15)
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1497)
Bodleian Library: not held

4.3 Office of Military Government for Germany (United States): Berlin Sector

A four year report, July 1 1945-September 1 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.60
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1466)
Bodleian Library: not held
4.4 Office of Military Government for Germany (United States): Civil Administration Division

*Documents on the creation of the German Federal constitution. 1949*
BL shelfmark: SF.805/11
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1518)
Bodleian Library: not held

4.5 Office of Military Government for Germany (United States): Educational and Cultural Relations Division

*Handbook of education statistics, US Occupied Area of Germany. 1949*
BL shelfmark: SF.801/30
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1503)
Bodleian Library: not held

4.6 Office of Military Government for Germany (United States): Field Information Agency, Technical

*FIAT review of German science, 1939-1946. 1947-49*
BL shelfmark: 12212.c.1/1-44.
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library shelfmark: History Faculty Library M 054.39 Klem

4.7 Office of Military Government for Germany (United States): Military Tribunals

*Trials of war criminals before the Nuernberg Military Tribunals under Control Council Law no.10. [1950]*
BL shelfmark: AS.907/3
The Library, LSE classmark: MAIN COLLECTION JX5439.3 U51 and on microform at MICROFORM 43(1)
Bodleian Library holdings: vol. 1 – vol. 15
Bodleian Library shelfmark: LAW Internat Micr 3

4.8 Office of Military Government for Germany (United States): Office of General Counsel

*Cumulative index of legislation of the Control Council for Germany. 2nd issue, July 1953*
BL shelfmark: SF.805/9
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (639) and 3rd Issue at GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1933)
Bodleian Library: not held
4.9 Office of US High Commissioner for Germany

Quarterly report on Germany
BL holdings: 1949-1951
BL shelfmark: SF.800/3
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library holdings: 1949-52
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD Per. 24041 d. 292

BL shelfmark: SF.805/3
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R505)
Bodleian Library holdings: 1949-52
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD Per. 24041 d. 292

Sovietization of the public school system in East Germany. [1951]
BL shelfmark: SF.805/2
The Library, LSE classmark: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

West German educational system. Henry P. Pilgert. [1953]
BL shelfmark: SF.805/7
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (586)
Bodleian Library: not held
(Held at Nuffield College Library: NUF JN 3980.1.U)

4.10 Office of US High Commissioner for Germany: Office of the Executive Secretary

Elections and political parties in Germany, 1945-1952. 1952
BL shelfmark: SF.805
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (641)
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD. 24024 d. 83

4.11 Office of US High Commissioner for Germany: Office of the Executive Secretary. Historical Division

The Allied High Commission for Germany. Elmer Plischke. 1952
BL shelfmark: SF.805/10
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (573) and the revised ed. of 1953 at GOVT. PUBS. 43 (583)
Bodleian Library: not held
(Held at Nuffield College Library: NUF JN 3980.1.U)

Berlin: development of its government and administration. Elmer Plischke. 1952
BL shelfmark: SF.805/4
Press, radio and film in West Germany, 1945-1953 Henry P. Pilgert. 1953
BL shelfmark: SF.805/5
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (575)
Bodleian Library: not held
(Held at Nuffield College Library: NUF JN 3980.1.U)

State and local government in West Germany 1945-1953 J.F.J. Gillen. 1953
BL shelfmark: SF.805/6
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (585)
Bodleian Library: not held
(Held at Nuffield College Library: NUF JN 3980.1.U)

5. SOVIET ZONE

5.1 Sowjetische Militär-Administration in Deutschland

Befehle des Obersten Chefs der Sowjetischen Militärverwaltung in Deutschland
BL holdings: Sammelheft 2, Jan.-June 1946
BL shelfmark: SF.935
The Library, LSE holdings: Nos. 1 - 8 (July - Nov.) 1946
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R494)
Bodleian Library: not held

5.2 Sowjetische Militär-Administration in Deutschland: Deutsche Justizverwaltung

Zentralverordnungsblatt
BL holdings: No.1-89, 24 Mai 1947-14 Okt. 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.940
The Library, LSE holdings: 1947-49
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R531)
Bodleian Library holdings: 1947-49
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD N 24041 c. 33

5.3 Sowjetische Militär-Administration in Deutschland: Deutsche Verwaltung für Handel und Versorgung

Die Versorgung
BL holdings: Jahrg.1 Heft 1/2 - Jahrg.5, Heft 3, Aug./Sept 1946 - März 1951
BL shelfmark: SF.1470
The Library, LSE holdings: Jahrg.1 Heft 1/2 - Jahrg.5, Heft 3, Aug./Sept 1946 - März 1951
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R74)
Bodleian Library: not held
5.4 Sowjetische Militär-Administration in Deutschland: Deutsche Verwaltung für Statistik

Volks- und Berufzählung vom 29. Oktober 1946 in der Sowjetischen Besatzungszone Deutschlands. 1948-49
BL shelfmark: SF.1566/10
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (1093)
Bodleian Library: not held

6. VERWALTUNG DES VEREINIGTEN WIRTSCHAFTSGEBIETES

Drucksachen 1948
BL holdings: No.223-230, 258-259, 296-300, 12 April - 28 Mai 1948
BL shelfmark: OGG.40/13(2)
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Gesetz u. Verordnungsblatt ....
BL holdings: i) 1947, no.1 - 1948, no.18; ii) 1947, no.1 - 1948, no.18
BL shelfmark: i) SF.772; ii) OGG.40/13
The Library, LSE holdings: 1947, no.1 - 1948, no.18
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R500)
Bodleian Library: not held

(Held at Nuffield College Library: 1947-50: NUF qpJS 301(43) 38A.1.S)

Beilage
BL holdings: (i) No.1-5, 1947-48; (ii) No.1-5, 1947-48
BL shelfmark: (i) SF.772(2); (ii) OGG.40/13
The Library, LSE holdings: No.1-5, 1947-48
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R500)
Bodleian Library: not held

Continued as:

Gesetzblatt der Verwaltung des Vereinigten Wirtschaftsgebietes
BL holdings: (i) 1948, no.19-1949, No.34; (ii) 1948, no.19-1949, No.34
BL shelfmark: (i) SF.772; (ii) OGG.40/13
The Library, LSE holdings: 1948, no.19-1949, No.34
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R500)
Bodleian Library holdings: 1949-50
Bodleian Library shelfmark: Law German 010 1949

Beilage
BL holdings: No.1-3, 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.772(2)
The Library, LSE holdings: No.1-3, 1949
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R500)
Bodleian Library holdings: 1949-50
Bodleian Library shelfmark: Law German 010 1949

6.1 Verwaltung des Vereinigten Wirtschaftsgebiets: Statistisches Amt

Der Aussenhandel des Vereinigten Wirtschaftsgebiets
BL holdings: 1948
BL shelfmark: SF.774/18
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Monatliche Aussenhandelsstatistik des Vereinigten Wirtschaftsgebiets
Teil 1. Zusammenfassende Übersichten
Teil 2. Der Spezialhandel nach Waren - Statistische Nummern
Teil 3. Der Aussenhandel nach Erdteilen und Ländern
BL shelfmark: i) SF.774/2(1); ii) SF.774/2(2); iii) SF.774/2(3)
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Continued as:

Der Aussenhandel der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
Teil 1. Zusammenfassende Übersichten
Teil 2. Der Spezialhandel nach Waren - Statistische Nummern
Teil 3. Der Aussenhandel nach Erdteilen und Ländern
BL holdings: i) Okt. 1949-Juli 1950; ii) Jan.-Juni 1950; iii) Jan./März, Jan./Juni 1950
BL shelfmark: i) SF.774/2(1); ii) SF.774/2(2); iii) SF.774/2(3)
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Statistik der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
BL holdings: 1947/48, Band 1, 1948, Band 3 and 1950, Band 5 only
BL shelfmark: SF.774/13
The Library, LSE holdings: Band 5, nos. 10-261
The Library, LSE classmark: HISTORICAL STATISTICS 43 (HA155)
Bodleian Library holdings: 1950-61
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD Per. 24714 c. 10

Das Statistisches Amt des Vereinigten Wirtschaftsgebiets. 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.555/10
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Statistische Berichte (from 1951 issued by the Statistisches Bundesamt)
BL holdings: 1948-1954
BL shelfmark: SF.774/4(2-8)
The Library, LSE holdings: 1950 - 1951
The Library, LSE classmark: HISTORICAL STATISTICS 43 (HA155)
Bodleian Library: not held
Wochenzahlen zur Wirtschaftslage (No.103-105 issued by the Statistisches Bundesamt)
BL holdings: No.68-105, 1950
BL shelfmark: SF.774/11
The Library, LSE holdings: No.95 - no. 105, 1950
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R77)
Bodleian Library: not held

6.2 Verwaltung des Vereinigten Wirtschaftsgebietes. Verwaltung für Wirtschaft

Mitteilungsblatt
BL holdings: Jahrg.1 - Jahrg.3, no.16, 1 Jan 1947 - 6 Sept 1949
BL shelfmark: SF.780
The Library, LSE holdings: 1947-49
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R530)
Bodleian Library: not held

7. CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY

7.1 Parlamentarischer Rat

Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Entwürfe. Formulierungen der Fachausschüsse, des Allgemeinen Redaktionsausschusses, des Hauptausschusses und des Plenums. [1950]
BL shelfmark: SF.378/9
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (452)
Bodleian Library shelfmark: Law German 510 G455.2c1(sec coll)

Fundstellenverzeichnis zum Grundgesetz. Entwurf. [c.1950]
BL shelfmark: SF.378/8
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (454)
Bodleian Library: not held

Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland beschlossen vom Parlamentarischen Rat in Bonn am 8. Mai 1949. [1949]
BL shelfmark: SF.363/2
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (452)
Bodleian Library shelfmark: Law German 510 G455.2c1(sec coll)

Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Mit Besatzungsstatut, Satzung der Hohen Kommission, Wahlgesetz und Dokumentation. Textausgabe ... 4., vermehrte Auflage. 1950
BL shelfmark: 5657.a.22
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held
Stenographischer Bericht
BL holdings: Erste - Zwölfte Sitzung, 1948-1949
BL shelfmark: SF.378
The Library, LSE holdings: 1948-49
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R60)
Bodleian Library holdings: 1949-
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD Per. 24024 d. 56

Drucksache
BL shelfmark: SF.378/12
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library holdings: 1949-
Bodleian Library shelfmark: BOD Per. 24024 d. 123

Sach- und Sprechregister zu den Verhandlungen des Parlamentarischen Rates und seines Hauptausschusses 1948
BL shelfmark: SF.378/10
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (450)
Bodleian Library: not held

7.2 Parlamentarischer Rat. Hauptausschuss

Verhandlungen des Hauptausschusses, 1948/49
BL shelfmark: SF.378/2
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

8. ALLIED HIGH COMMISSION

Charter of the Allied High Commission for Germany. 1949
BL shelfmark: BS.14/127(66)
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Instrument of revision of the Charter of the Allied High Commission for Germany. 1951
BL shelfmark: BS.14/127(67)
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

Journal officiel de la Haute Commission Alliée en Allemagne = Official gazette of the Allied High Commission in Germany = Amtsblatt der Hohen Alliierten Kommission in Deutschland
BL holdings: No.1-126, 23rd Sept.1949-Mar.5th 1955
9. ALLIED KOMMANDATURA

Official bulletin of the Allied Kommandatura, Berlin
BL holdings: not held
The Library, LSE holdings: No.7, July 1947 - no.2, Feb.1948
The Library, LSE classmark: GOVT. PUBS. 43 (R486)
Bodleian Library: not held

Official gazette of the Allied Kommandatura, Berlin
BL holdings: 1950-1952
BL shelfmark: OGB.130
The Library, LSE holdings: not held
Bodleian Library: not held

FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information, contact:
Richard Trussell r.trussell@lse.ac.uk for LSE holdings
T: +44 (0)20 7955 6354

social-sciences@bl.uk for British Library holdings
T: +44 (0)20 7412 7676 and ask for Enquiry Desk, Social Sciences Reading Room

official.papers@bodley.ox.ac.uk for Bodleian Library holdings
T: +44 (0)1865 277201